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Most transformation projects fail entirely, or at least fail to deliver promised results. Many small 
financial institutions use technology to transform business operations in the pursuit of 
efficiencies and other competitive gains within their industries.  Many of these efforts fail to 
achieve their strategic objectives.  These well-intentioned efforts often suffer significant cost 
overruns and scheduling delays which erode the initial value proposition.  The traditional 
response is to drive more rigorous management routines and delay or cancel the project.  In many 
cases, management fails to understand the underlying issue impacting performance. 
 
New technology means changing old processes. Existing financial institutions have numerous 
legacy processes performed by employees.  These processes were created to allow efficient 
processing based upon the regulatory environment, financial, and staffing constraints in the 
market.  Technology is deployed in many cases to fundamentally change or automate these 
processes and create efficiencies. 
 
To successfully implement new technology, fully embrace the change that comes with it. New 
platforms and specialized solutions are being introduced by the fintech industry that provide the 
opportunity to introduce a high level of automation.  These offerings provide an opportunity to 
transform a business unit or the entire bank.  For these efforts to be successful, the new 
capabilities need to fully deployed and new processes widely adopted.  This will likely mean 
significant change throughout the many functions in the bank, and often a rewrite of the bank 
policies that govern these activities. 
 
Don’t force the new to work and look like the old. One of the most common issues we see 
impacting the deployment of these new systems is companies forcing the new capabilities to 
look and operate like the platforms and processes they are replacing.  Employees comfortable 
with current processes are routinely charged with rolling out the new platforms.  Routinely the 
team expends significant effort attempting to customize the new platforms to look and feel like 
the old platform, or make the new processes and reports fit into the old processes and reports. 
 
Constantly challenge teams to fully adopt change; ensure success with training and robust 
communication. Companies that want to drive the adoption of new platforms to change their 
operations must be willing to constantly challenge their teams to fully adopt new systems and 
tools.  Management should constantly question customizations to ensure they are maximizing 
the value of the technology they are acquiring.  This will likely require an investment in training on 
the new platform and ample communication to ensure employees clearly understand the 
transformation plan and why management is making the change. 
 

Embrace New Processes to Ensure Technology     
Implementations are Successful 
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Customization drives up cost, increases complexity, and decreases the likelihood of success. 
An example we typically see is the creation of custom workflows and report rewrites.  In this case, 
a desire to improve adoption raises deployment costs, and in many cases, replaces out-of-the-
box functionality with custom development.  This development needs to be maintained for the 
life of the new product and drives up short-term complexity and long-term run costs. 
 
Understand the change behind your new technology.  To be successful, financial institutions 
need to understand the objectives behind the new technologies in the context of the process 
changes it brings.  In many situations, this calls for the introduction of an outside perspective.  
Whether the outside perspective comes from a team outside the group introducing the new 
capabilities or someone from outside the company, this perspective is critical.   
 
Employees like stability and often resist change.  The introduction of new technology requires 
change to take advantage of the new capabilities provided. Training on the new technology and 
communication of the business imperatives are critical.  Providing an outside perspective to 
question the need for custom development and leverage best practices in implementation can 
speed time to business transformation.  Digital banking initiatives should not join your failed 
project graveyard!  In some cases, deploying a platform with the minimal functionality for 
employees may be necessary.  Back-office changes can often be more effective after employees 
have experience with the platform. 

 
Why Endurance Advisory Can Help 

 
 

If any of this sounds daunting or perhaps confusing – reach out to our team.  We can help 
demystify the process and help your institution refine your plan and make key decisions.  The 
simplest of questions is where we start.  We are here to provide resources and support where 
your team’s bandwidth is limited or knowledge is stretched.   

Our firm, Endurance Advisory Partners, was founded in 2009, and is focused on the financial 
services sector.  Our teams are led by advisors with deep banking experience across a variety of 
areas.  Please visit our website at https://enduranceadvisory.com/ - we have details on our 
practice and white papers on a variety of topics.  

Endurance has a talented IT and Digital Marketing team that knows what it takes to have a 
successful implementation.  We have led many successful core conversions and technology 
transformations, both as consultants and as banking leaders, and have been providing digital 
marketing support to large and small clients.  Our firm has partnered with specialist firms and 
banking associations to bring these services to the community banking industry.   

We look forward to working with you to ensure a successful Digital launch! 
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             Disclaimer 
 

 

 This presentation is being furnished on a confidential basis to provide preliminary summary 
information.  The information, tools and material (collectively, information) contained 
herein is not directed to or intended for distribution or use by any person or entity who is a 
citizen or resident of or located in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Endurance 
Advisory Partners, LLC, to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. 
  
The information presented herein is provided for informational purposes only and is not to 
be used or considered as an offer to sell, or buy securities or other financial instruments, or 
any advice or recommendation with respect to such securities or other financial 
instruments. The information may not be reproduced in whole or in part or otherwise made 
available without the prior written consent of Endurance Advisory Partners, LLC.  
Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed 
to be reliable, but Endurance Advisory Partners, LLC makes no representation as to their 
accuracy or completeness.  Endurance Advisory Partners, LLC, accepts no liability for any 
loss arising from the use of the information contained herein.  
 
This information is subject to periodic update and revision. Materials should only be 
considered current as of the date of the initial publication, without regard to the date on 
which you may access the information. Endurance Advisory Partners, LLC, maintains the 
right to delete or modify the information without prior notice.  
  
Under no circumstances and under no theory of law, tort, contract, strict liability or 
otherwise, shall Endurance Advisory Partners, LLC be liable to anyone for any damages 
resulting from access or use of, or inability to access or use, this information regardless of 
whether they are dire, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any 
character, including damages for trading losses or lost profits, or for any claim or demand 
by any third party, even if Endurance Advisory Partners, LLC knew or had reason to know of 
the possibility of such damages, claim or demand. 


